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PARKLIFT 450

NEW Platform width to 300cm!
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PARKLIFT 405

NEW Platform width to 300cm!
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PARKLIFT 340

With Parklift 340 reduced installation height and small pit depth is possible.
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PARKLIFT 411

The Parklift 411 for dependent parking of two cars above each other. Suitable for outdoor installation.
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PARKLIFT 421

WÖHR Parklift 421 makes 3 on 1.
On the surface of only one parking place,  3 cars are parked above each other without pit.
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PARKLIFT 403

Three cars can park above each other on a single pit with Parklift 403.
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PARKLIFT 413

With Parklift 413 three parking places are build-up on one floor level, independently and cost saving.
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PARKLIFT 461

The invisible garage: Parklift 461 provides 1 or 2 hidden parking places.
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PARKLIFT 462

The invisible garage: Parklift 462 provides 2 or 4 underground parking places.
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COMBILIFT 552

The best of two worlds in one system.
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COMBILIFT 552 MR
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COMBILIFT 542

The combination of stacking and moving together with a pit arrangement provides additional height in the top level - parking space for vans, SUVs is provided.
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COMBILIFT 542 MR

The best of both worlds has been combined in the design of the new CL 542 MR.
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COMIBLIFT 543

Combilift 543 - compact and spacesaving parking system on 3 levels with an access and exit at the central level.
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COMBILIFT 543 MR

The best of both worlds has been combined in the design of the new CL 543 MR.
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COMBIPARKER 560 - NEW!

New Variable Parking-Space Concept for the Mobility of the Future with Maximum Land Conservation
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SLIMPARKER 557 TOWER

Projecting skywards: The WÖHR Slimparker 557 Tower is slim and versatile.
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SLIMPARKER 557 SHAFT

The Magical - up to 6 parking level are hidden underground and providing up to 23 parking places.
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CROSSPARKER 558

The Crossparker 558 gives the Slimparker 557 further width. The magical with an additional plus.
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PARKING PLATFORM 501

By laterally shifting the Parking Platform 501 every bit of available space is utilized and maximised parking surface provided.
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PARKING PLATFORM 503

By longitudinally shifting the Parking Platform 501 every bit of available space is utilized and maximised parking surface provided.
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TURNTABLE 505

The Turntable 505 makes turning easy in areas where manoeuvring space is restricted.
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PARKSAFE 580

Based on storage rack principles, the vehicles are parked fully automatic in a tower or pit version of Parksafe 580.
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PARKSAFE 582

Based on storage rack principles cars can simply and full-automatically be parked in 2 rows behind each other and next to the vertical lift. The Parksafe 582 as tower and/or pit version.
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PARKSAFE 583

The flexibility of the Parksafe 583 allows an optimised utilisation of unusual floor plan areas and provides additional parking places in 1, 2, 3-row arrangement laterally to the vertical lift.
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LEVELPARKER 570

EV-Charging on parking platforms:
In the fully automated system Levelparker 570 cars are slided and glided closer together in a way like a puzzle.
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LEVELPARKER 590

The fully automatic space miracle Levelparker 590: Space saving parking with single row arrangement on 2 to 5 parking levels without additional ramps or driveways.
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MULTIPARKER 710

The Multiparker 710 utilizes clever and smart the available surface and provides parking space on 4 to 8 levels.
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MULTIPARKER 720

Multiparker 720 is for smaller floor plan areas featuring high structures, with an emphasis on stacking the parking places on top of one another up to 50 levels high.
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MULTIPARKER 730

By the use of a lift and shuttle system, faster access times are ensured with Multiparker 730.
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MULTIPARKER 740

The Multiparker 740 is particularly suited to narrow and long floor plan areas and features a fully automatic space saving high rack storage parking arrangement.
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MULTIPARKER 750

Multiparker 750 offers parking places in a concrete structure without steel pallets and in up to 30 levels high.
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MULTIPARKER 760

Similar to a high rack more car parking places are provided with the pallet-less system Multiparker 760. Cars are simple stacked side by side and one above the other.
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WÖHR BIKESAFE

The WÖHR Bikesafe - the safe and space-saving parking system for bicycles.
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BIKE-SAFE-TOWER

URBAN GREEN MOBILITY NEEDS SMART PARKING SOLUTIONS - LIKE THESE.
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POWER SUPPLY FOR PARKING SYSTEMS




WÖHR offers you you devices for the power supply for your parking system. We can deliver two different posts:

• universal post for customer installed EV point
• post with CEE 16 A socket
  










For the following Parking systems:

• Combilift 551/552/542/542_MR/543/543_MR
• Combiparker 560
• Parklift 405/450/461–463/464–465
• Parking Platform 501
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POWER SUPPLY UNIVERSAL POST FOR CUSTOMER INSTALLED EV POINT





	Colour: RAL 1003 (signal yellow) and RAL 7016 (anthracite grey)
	1.505 x 114 x 83 mm (H x W x D)
	18,40 kg (without EV point)
	Cable routing through the universal post
	The perfect complement for customer installed charging stations
	Pleasing user friendly design


Standard scope of supply:

	Universal Post including 2 x universal bracket for electric charging stations and 1 x charging cable bracket
	10 m flexible cable 5 x 6 mm2, from the universal post to the customer-provided branch connector
	Energy chain


Customer installed charging infrastructure requirements

	EV point with charging cable (max. 22 kW)
	Electric meter (if required)
	Charge management (if required)
	Sub-distribution including:
– Cable feed to sub-distribution*
– Communication line and network line
– Cable channel (cable inlet on the wall)
– Fuse (power contactor/ground fault circuit breaker)
– 1 x power contactor per EV point
– Cable 3 x 1,5 mm2 to enable power contactor
	Connection of all supply lines


* compliant to local power supply regulations:
3 phases + N + PE (3-phase current), 230/400 V, 50 Hz according to DIN VDE 0100 sections 410 and 430 (no permanent load)
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POWER SUPPLY POST WITH CEE 16 A SOCKET





	Colour: RAL 1003 (signal yellow) and RAL 7016 (anthracite grey)
	1.505 x 114 x 83 mm (H x B x T)
	13,90 kg (with CEE 16 A socket, max. 3,7 kW)
	Cable inlet through the post with CEE 16 A socket
	Pleasing user friendly design


Standard scope of supply:

	Post with CEE 16 A socket
	10 m flexible cable 3 x 2,5 mm2,
from the post to the customer-provided branch connector
	Energy chain


Customer installed charging infrastructure requirements

	Electric meter (if required)
	Charge management (if required)
	Sub-distribution including:
– Cable feed to sub-distribution*
– Cable channel (cable inlet on the wall)
– Fuse (power contactor/ground fault circuit breaker)
– 1 x power contactor per CEE 16 A socket
– Cable 3 x 1,5 mm2 to enable power contactor
	Connection of all supply lines


* compliant to local power supply regulations:
230 V, 50 Hz according to DIN VDE 0100 sections 410 and 430 (no permanent load)
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Installation diagram for the Universal Post for customer installed EV point on Parklift 450




Customer installed charging infrastructure requirements

01 Feed cable to the main switch cabinet of the building
02 Feed cable to the main switch cabinet of the building
03 Control cable 3 x 1,5 mm2 (max. 1A) to enable power contactor
04 Cable from branch connector to sub-distribution with main contactor
05 Branch connector for EV point upper platform
06 EV point with charging cable for upper platform
07 Branch connector for EV point lower platform
08 EV point with charging cable for lower platform

Scope of delivery by W HR (unless otherwise specified)

09 Universal post for upper platform for EV point with energy chain and flexible cable 5 x 6 mm2
10 Universal post for lower platform for EV point with energy chain and flexible cable 5 x 6 mm2

We reserve the right to change design details, procedures and standards due to technical progress and environmental requirements.
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Installation diagram for the Post with CEE 16 A socket on Parklift 450




Customer installed charging infrastructure requirements

01 Feed cable to the main switch cabinet of the building
02 Sub-distribution with main contactor
03 Control cable 3 x 1,5 mm2 (max. 1A) to enable power contactor
04 Cable from branch connector to sub-distribution with main contactor
05 Branch connector for upper platform
06 Charging cable for upper platform
07 Branch connector for lower platform
08 Charging cable for lower platform

Scope of delivery by W HR (unless otherwise specified)

09 Post for upper platform with CEE 16 A socket, energy chain and flexible cable 3 x 2,5 mm2
10 Post for lower platform with CEE 16 A socket, energy chain and flexible cable 3 x 2,5 mm2

We reserve the right to change design details, procedures and standards due to technical progress and environmental requirements.
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